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A B S T R A C T   

This meta-analytic review aims to address the mixed findings in previous research by quantifying the associa-
tions between early-life stress and risk, time, and prosocial preferences, and testing the boundary conditions of 
these associations. We meta-analyze 123 articles reporting 867 effect sizes among 199,019 adults to test different 
predictions from a life history perspective, a sensitization perspective, and an uncertainty management per-
spective about how early-life stress is associated with risk, time, and prosocial preferences. First, we find rela-
tively small effect sizes indicating that early-life stress is associated with greater risk taking (r = .123), more 
present orientation (r = .126), and less prosociality (r = -.085), and its positive association with present or-
ientation is stronger in currently stressful situations. Second, these observed associations do not vary sig-
nificantly for harshness and unpredictability dimensions of early-life stress. Notably, moderation analyses across 
different types of preference measures only reveal an overall pattern of associations of early-life stress with self- 
report measures of risk, time, and prosocial preferences. By contrast, early-life stress is not significantly asso-
ciated with risk preference or prosocial preference measured with hypothetical choice tasks or laboratory be-
havior tasks. Taken together, although the overall pattern of results supports a life history perspective, a cautious 
interpretation is warranted by the variation in the results across different preference measures and potential 
publication bias in the results. More pre-registered studies are needed to test the extent to which preferences 
measured with arbitrary laboratory-based tasks capture real-world behaviors and to increase the ecological 
validity of laboratory-based measures.   

1. Introduction 

Exposures to early-life stress, such as poverty, abuse, neglect, and 
other adverse experiences, are associated with health-related outcomes 
and cognitive functioning in adulthood (Fogelman & Canli, 2018;  
Goodman, Freeman, & Chalmers, 2019; Ridout et al., 2018). In addi-
tion, early-life stress is related to adult preferences, including various 
risk-taking behaviors (Campbell, Walker, & Egede, 2016; Simpson, 
Griskevicius, Kuo, Sung, & Collins, 2012; Brumbach, Figueredo, & Ellis, 
2009), impulsive decisions that focus on the present (Möhler et al., 
2009), and prosocial decisions that benefit others (Amir, Jordan, & 
Rand, 2018). However, prior work has not reached a consensus about 
how early-life stress shapes adult preferences in the risk, time, and 
social domains, although multiple accounts have been proposed to ex-
plain these associations. In this review, we meta-analyzed relevant 

studies to test different predictions from three theoretical perspectives: 
a life history perspective, a sensitization perspective, and an un-
certainty management perspective. 

1.1. Early-life stress and adult preferences: Competing theories and 
predictions 

1.1.1. A life history perspective 
Inspired by life history theory that originated in evolutionary 

biology (Roff, 1992; Stearns, 1992), some theorists posit that in-
dividuals have an evolved ability to respond adaptively to their early- 
life conditions that vary in harshness (e.g., poverty) and unpredict-
ability (e.g., family instability; Belsky, Schlomer, & Ellis, 2012; Del 
Giudice, Ellis, & Shirtcliff, 2011; Ellis, Figueredo, Brumbach, & 
Schlomer, 2009; Frankenhuis, Panchanathan, & Nettle, 2016). These 
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adaptive responses reflect their life history strategies that covary in 
clusters on a fast-to-slow continuum (Del Giudice, Gangestad, & Kaplan, 
2015; Griskevicius et al., 2013). Specifically, slower strategists tend to 
reach sexual maturation later, reproduce later, and have fewer children 
than faster strategists (Del Giudice et al., 2015; Nettle, 2010), and thus 
should be more risk-averse to minimize the possibility of dying prior to 
sexual maturation. Indeed, researchers propose that faster strategies are 
reflected in short-term optimism, higher impulsivity, and risk taking, 
whereas slower strategies correlate with long-term planning, lower 
impulsivity, and risk aversion (Griskevicius et al., 2013). Notably, if 
faster strategists value immediate benefits more than long-term con-
sequences, they may also prefer to pursue their immediate personal 
interest by behaving less prosocially toward others in social interactions 
(Gilbert & Basran, 2019). Consistent with these ideas, the Arizona Life 
History Battery (ALHB) that measures life history strategy also includes 
items about risk aversion (“I avoid taking risks.”), future orientation (“I 
often make plans in advance.”), and prosociality (“I often give emo-
tional support and practical help to my friends.”), and considers higher 
scores on risk aversion, future orientation, and prosociality as in-
dicators of slower strategies (Figueredo, 2007; Figueredo et al., 2006). 

To sum up, some life history theorists have predicted that early-life 
stress relates to more risk taking, greater present orientation, and less 
prosociality. These predictions have received support from previous 
evidence showing that early-life stress predicts more real-world and 
laboratory risk-taking behaviors (e.g., drug use, aggression; Birn, 
Roeber, & Pollak, 2017; Hill, Jenkins, & Farmer, 2008; Odacı & Çelik, 
2020; Simpson et al., 2012), greater delay discounting and impulsivity 
(Acheson, Vincent, Cohoon, & Lovallo, 2018; Kim, Kim, Jin, Im, & Lee, 
2018), and lower agreeableness (Carver, Johnson, McCullough, Forster, 
& Joormann, 2014; Chen, Shi, & Sun, 2017). Yet, some other studies 
have revealed the opposite findings: Early-life stress predicts greater 
risk aversion (Amir et al., 2018), more prosociality in economic games 
(Amir et al., 2018), and higher levels of self-reported empathy 
(Greenberg, Baron-Cohen, Rosenberg, Fonagy, & Rentfrow, 2018). This 
mixed evidence suggests that there may be boundary conditions for the 
associations between early-life stress and adult preferences. 

1.1.2. A sensitization perspective 
Drawing on life history theory, some researchers have argued that 

early-life stress sensitizes individuals’ later responses to stress (e.g., cues 
of mortality). That is, the psychology and behavioral patterns asso-
ciated with life history strategies might be dormant in benign situations 
but are more likely to occur in highly stressful situations (Griskevicius, 
Tybur, Delton, & Robertson, 2011; Ellis, Bianchi, Griskevicius, & 
Frankenhuis, 2017; Griskevicius et al., 2013). Thus, the adaptive re-
sponses to early-life conditions are contingent on current stress levels 
(e.g., mortality threat, resource scarcity). The logic of this sensitization 
perspective inspires the prediction that early-life stress only relates to 
more risk taking, greater present orientation, and less prosociality when 
the current environment involves high levels of stress (e.g., mortality 
threat). 

Supporting these predictions, some studies demonstrated that 
people growing up in low-SES environments were more risk-taking and 
impulsive in response to mortality cues (Griskevicius et al., 2011; Mittal 
& Griskevicius, 2014; Griskevicius et al., 2013), and behaved more al-
truistically when their safety was threatened, compared to a neutral 

situation (Li, Song, & Xie, 2020). Yet, several recent studies among 
student and non-student samples found that childhood socioeconomic 
status did not interact with cues of current stress (e.g., resource scar-
city) in predicting risk taking (Amir et al., 2018; Pepper et al., 2017), 
temporal discounting (Amir et al., 2018; Pepper et al., 2017; Wu et al., 
2017, Study 3), or prosocial behavior (Amir et al., 2018; Wu et al., 
2017). This mixed evidence calls into question the robustness of the 
sensitization perspective in accounting for individual differences in 
preferences. 

1.1.3. An uncertainty management perspective 
In contrast to the two perspectives mentioned earlier, Amir and 

colleagues recently proposed an uncertainty management perspective 
as a broader framework to explain the association between early-life 
stress and adult preferences (Amir et al., 2018; Amir & Jordan, 2017). 
They argue that early-life stress predicts a dangerous future environ-
ment (see also Rickard, Frankenhuis, & Nettle, 2014), and may shape 
individuals’ preferences in ways that facilitate them to manage un-
certainties strategically and cost-effectively. These strategies include (a) 
to focus on the immediate outcome, as future outcomes are often more 
uncertain, (b) to be risk-averse to avoid potential losses caused by risk- 
taking behaviors (Amir & Jordan, 2017), and (c) to cooperate with 
others and build reciprocal relationships, which would facilitate risk 
pooling for those raised in stressful environments. Thus, in contrast to a 
life history perspective, an uncertainty management perspective argues 
that early-life stress relates to greater risk aversion, more present or-
ientation, and greater prosociality. Supporting these predictions, a re-
cent set of studies revealed that those raised in deprivation were more 
risk-averse, more present-oriented, and more prosocial in economic 
games (Amir et al., 2018). Notably, the uncertainty management per-
spective was originally proposed to explain the behavioral con-
sequences of early-life stress in the form of harshness (e.g., resource 
deprivation), and only focused on risk preference capturing one’s 
willingness to accept greater variance in outcomes (Amir & Jordan, 
2017). Here, we also sought to test whether predictions from this per-
spective can still be supported when we consider broader definitions 
and measures of early-life stress and risk preference. 

Taken together, the three perspectives noted above are all plausible 
explanations for the links between early-life stress and adult pre-
ferences, but there has been mixed evidence in support of their pre-
dictions (see Table 1). The major goal of this quantitative review is to 
test which perspective offers a more robust account for the associations 
between early-life stress and adult preferences through meta-analyzing 
all relevant studies on these associations. 

1.2. Early-life stress and adult preferences: Potential moderators 

The associations between early-life stress and adult preferences may 
be moderated by other factors. Here, we focus our analyses on three 
kinds of moderators: dimensions of early-life stress, measures of (risk, 
time, and prosocial) preferences, and other study characteristics (i.e., 
participants’ sex and age, experimental setting, study design, sample 
type, and country), as we explain below. 

1.2.1. Dimensions of early-life stress: Harshness versus unpredictability 
Early-life stress refers to chronic or severe negative environmental 

Table 1 
A summary of predictions on early-life stress and preferences derived from three different theoretical perspectives      

Theoretical perspective Risk preference Time preference Prosocial Preference  

Life History Perspective More risk-taking More present-oriented Less prosocial 
Sensitization Perspective More risk-taking under currently stressful 

conditions 
More present-oriented under currently 
stressful conditions 

Less prosocial under currently stressful 
conditions 

Uncertainty Management Perspective More risk-averse More present-oriented More prosocial    
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experiences during childhood or adolescence (McLaughlin, 2016;  
McLaughlin, Weissman, & Bitrán, 2019). Life history models consider 
harshness and unpredictability as two fundamental dimensions of early- 
life stress (Belsky et al., 2012; Ellis et al., 2009). Harshness reflects the 
level of extrinsic morbidity-mortality in one’s local ecology caused by 
external uncontrollable factors (Fenneman & Frankenhuis, 2020). Since 
the level of extrinsic morbidity-mortality cannot be directly quantified, 
it is often operationalized as other indicators. One indicator is resource 
scarcity that is often measured as poverty or low socioeconomic status 
(Belsky et al., 2012; Fiscella & Franks, 1997). Other indicators include 
exposures to violence and crime, harsh parenting, and family neglect, 
abuse, and conflict (Brumbach et al., 2009; Chang & Lu, 2018; Warren 
& Barnett, 2020). Unpredictability, by contrast, refers to fluctuations in 
harshness across time and space (Fenneman & Frankenhuis, 2020). 
Unpredictability is often indexed by changes in the family ecology, 
including residential changes, parental job changes, parental transi-
tions, and parental alcoholism that relates to unpredictable parenting 
(Belsky et al., 2012; Ross & Hill, 2001, 2002). 

Given the conceptual distinctions between harshness and un-
predictability, researchers argue that these two dimensions should un-
iquely and additively contribute to variations in adult preferences and 
behaviors (Belsky et al., 2012; Ellis et al., 2009). However, not much 
research has distinguished their unique roles in shaping individual 
preferences, except for two longitudinal studies. One study found that 
unpredictability in early childhood (0-5 years) was a stronger predictor 
of risk-taking behaviors in young adulthood than harshness and un-
predictability in later childhood (Simpson et al., 2012), while the other 
study found concurrent effects of harshness and unpredictability ex-
perienced in adolescence in predicting life history development in both 
adolescence and adulthood (Brumbach et al., 2009). Here, we sought to 
unpack the construct of early-life stress by testing the unique associa-
tions of harshness and unpredictability with adult preferences. 

1.2.2. Preference measures: Hypothetical choice, laboratory behavior, and 
self-report measure 

The strength of the links between early-life stress and adult pre-
ferences may depend on how preferences are measured. Related to this 
idea, Amir and Jordan (2017) emphasized that the uncertainty man-
agement account focused on risk taking that is assessed with lab-based 
choice tasks, and distinguished it from real-world risky behaviors with 
undesirable outcomes (e.g., substance use, unprotected sex). This as-
sumption suggests that early-life stress only relates to more risk aver-
sion in lab-based choice tasks, but not necessarily relates to less real- 
world risky behaviors. Here, we further distinguished between hy-
pothetical choice tasks and incentivized behavioral measures of risk 
taking that require participants to complete certain tasks in a laboratory 
setting (e.g., the Balloon Analogue Risk Task; Lejuez et al., 2002). Si-
milarly, time preference measures also include hypothetical choice 
tasks (e.g., the delay discounting task; Kirby, Petry, & Bickel, 1999), 
behavioral impulsivity in the laboratory (Acheson, Richard, Mathias, & 
Dougherty, 2011), and self-reported impulsive behaviors (Patton, 
Stanford, & Barratt, 1995). Finally, prosocial preferences can be mea-
sured as hypothetical choice in resource allocations (Wu et al., 2017, 
Study 2), cooperation in laboratory games (Amir et al., 2018), and self- 
reported prosocial behavior or traits (Bandy & Ottoni-Wilhelm, 2012). 
Although these measures are supposed to assess the same construct, 
they may relate to early-life stress differently. Thus, we sought to test 
whether the relations between early-life stress and adult preferences 
depend on the specific type of preference measure. 

1.2.3. Other study characteristics 
We also investigated whether other study characteristics may 

moderate the relations between early-life stress and adult preferences. 
First, numerous studies have examined the sex and age differences in 
risk, time, and prosocial preferences (Balliet, Li, Macfarlan, & Van Vugt, 
2011; Byrnes, Miller, & Schafer, 1999; Cross, Copping, & Campbell, 

2011; Defoe, Dubas, Figner, & Van Aken, 2015; Matsumoto, Yamagishi, 
Li, & Kiyonari, 2016; Piper & Schnepf, 2008), but less is known about 
whether the associations between early-life stress and adult preferences 
are moderated by participants’ sex or age. Here, we coded participants’ 
age and sex (i.e., percentage of men) in each independent sample to 
examine this question. Second, participants may behave differently in 
controlled laboratory settings, compared to less controlled settings such 
as online or in classroom/group sessions. Thus, we examined whether 
the experimental setting moderates the relations between early-life 
stress and adult preferences. Third, the consequences of early-life stress 
are often tested in either cross-sectional studies that collect all measures 
at a single point in time or longitudinal studies that follow the same 
participants for a period of time while collecting the same measures at 
different waves. Although longitudinal studies are assumed to be better 
at making causal inferences, it remains unknown whether early-life 
stress more strongly predicts adult preferences in cross-sectional or 
longitudinal studies. Fourth, we examined whether the relations be-
tween early-life stress and adult preferences are different across student 
and non-student samples. Finally, we coded the country of participants 
to test possible cross-country variations in the relations between early- 
life stress and adult preferences. 

1.3. Overview of the meta-analysis 

We meta-analyzed relevant studies on early-life stress and risk, time, 
and prosocial preferences to achieve three major goals. Our first goal 
was to quantify the associations between early-life stress and adult 
preferences to empirically test different predictions from a life history 
perspective (Del Giudice et al., 2011), a sensitization perspective 
(Griskevicius et al., 2011), and an uncertainty management perspective 
(Amir et al., 2018). Notably, although some life history theorists as-
sume that faster strategies correlate with more risk taking, greater 
short-term optimism, and less prosociality (Gilbert & Basran, 2019;  
Griskevicius et al., 2013), there is also criticism about the proposition of 
similar covariation of traits on a ‘fast-slow’ continuum across in-
dividuals within human population (Zietsch & Sidari, 2019). Here, we 
could test the preference covariations (i.e., higher risk taking covaries 
with higher present orientation and lower prosociality) through three 
independent meta-analyses. Our second goal was to distinguish the two 
dimensions of early-life stress by testing how harshness and un-
predictability are uniquely associated with preferences in adulthood. 
Our third goal was to test whether the associations between early-life 
stress and preferences depend on specific preference measures. In ad-
dition to these goals, we also coded some other study characteristics 
and tested their potential moderations in these relations. 

2. Method 

2.1. Search for studies 

We searched six electronic databases (PsycINFO, PsycARTICLES, 
ProQuest Dissertations and Theses, PubMed, ERIC, and Web of Science 
Core Collection) using the following search terms and Boolean opera-
tors: (early life stress OR childhood stress OR childhood abuse OR childhood 
trauma OR childhood neglect OR childhood unpredict* OR childhood ad-
vers* OR childhood harsh* OR childhood socioeconomic status OR child-
hood environment* OR early experience) AND (risk taking OR risk pre-
ference OR risky decision OR risky choice OR risk seeking OR temporal 
discounting OR delay discounting OR time preference OR future orientation 
OR delay aversion OR impulsi* OR delay of gratification OR inter-temporal 
choice OR prosocia* OR prosocial preference OR cooperation OR helping 
OR altruis*). We also searched the references of all relevant articles to 
identify potential articles that met our inclusion criteria. 

The search was closed in November 2019 and yielded 902 potential 
articles after duplicates were removed. We uncovered 123 articles (143 
eligible studies) that met our inclusion criteria (see Fig. 1 and Table S1 
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in Supplementary Material). Year of publication ranged from 1998 to 
2020 (Mdn = 2016)1, which suggests a recent explosion of interest in 
research on early-life stress and adult preferences. 

2.2. Inclusion criteria 

Studies included in this meta-analysis were required to (a) be re-
ported in peer-reviewed journal articles, preprints, or theses/disserta-
tions that were written in English; (b) focus on non-clinical human 
adult samples (18 years of age or older) or healthy control adult sam-
ples in clinical studies, excluding clinical populations with psycholo-
gical or physical symptoms and criminal offenders; (c) include mea-
sures of early-life stress (e.g., socioeconomic status, family 
unpredictability, exposures to abuse and neglect, or other stress in 
childhood or adolescence); (d) include measures of risk preference 
(willingness to take risks for desirable or better outcomes; Blais & 
Weber, 2006; Lejuez et al., 2002), time preference (relative valuation 
on receiving an immediate reward versus a delayed reward; Matta, 
Gonçalves, & Bizarro, 2012), or prosocial preference (general tendency 
to behave in ways that benefit others; Van Lange, Otten, De Bruin, & 
Joireman, 1997); (e) provide sufficient statistics to calculate the effect 
sizes. If there were no sufficient data, we contacted the authors re-
questing relevant statistics.2 

2.3. Data coding procedures 

We developed a detailed coding scheme based on the guidelines 
proposed by Cooper (2017). Three independent coders coded each 
study based on this coding scheme (see Table S2 in Supplementary 
Material). The first author coded all studies, and the second and third 
authors coded these studies for a second time. In case of discrepancies 
in data extraction, we resolved the discrepancies through discussion 
and extensive review until a consensus was reached. 

2.4. Coding of effect sizes 

We used the correlation r as the metric of effect size. In studies that 
did not report r, we computed r from other statistics (e.g., Cohen’s d, t 
value, F value, β, odds ratio) using the following formulas: (a) 

= +r d d/( 4)2 2 , = +r t t df/( )2 2 , and = +r F F df/( )error
(Rosenthal & DiMatteo, 2001); (b) r = 0.98β + 0.05λ where λ equals 0 
when β is negative and 1 when β is non-negative (Peterson & Brown, 
2005); (c) in studies that reported odds ratio (OR), we first converted 
odds ratio into Cohen’s d using the formula = ×d ORln( ) 3 /
(Borenstein, Hedges, Higgins, & Rothstein, 2009), and then converted 
Cohen’s d into r. We reverse-scored the effect sizes when (a) early-life 
stress was measured with positive indicators (e.g., childhood SES) or (b) 
risk, time, or prosocial preference was measured with indicators of risk 
aversion, future orientation, or self-regarding preference. Thus, each 
coded positive effect size (r) represented that higher early-life stress was 
associated with more risk taking, more present orientation, or more 
prosociality. We used the Fisher’s r-to-z transformation converting each 
effect size (r) into ESz (Fisher’s Z) for analysis, and transformed ESz back 

Fig. 1. PRISMA flowchart of literature search.  

1 Across all articles included in the meta-analysis, five advance online pub-
lications and one preprint article were published with volume number and page 
numbers in 2020. We have updated the publication year of these articles in all 
relevant data. 

2 Across the 147 articles included in the qualitative synthesis, we identified 
33 articles for which we needed to contact the authors. We were able to contact 
the authors of 32 articles for additional statistics, and received responses from 
five authors: four authors provided the required statistics (i.e., k = 7 effect sizes 
from four studies) and one was unable to provide the necessary statistics. We re- 

(footnote continued) 
checked the remaining 27 articles with no author response and were able to 
code or calculate eligible effect sizes from other statistics across five articles. 
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to Pearson’s r for interpretation (Lipsey & Wilson, 2001). 

2.5. Coding of study characteristics 

We coded several study characteristics to test whether they moderated 
the relations between early-life stress and adult preferences. These study 
characteristics included the dimension of early-life stress measure, the 
category of tasks used to measure preference, and other study character-
istics (i.e., participants’ sex and age, experimental setting, study design, 
sample type, and country). When a study included multiple early-life stress 
measures or used multiple tasks to measure each of the three preferences, 
we coded each effect size separately. When a study reported separate ef-
fect sizes for different groups (e.g., men and women) or experimental 
conditions, we coded the effect sizes for each group or condition. 

2.5.1. Dimension of early-life stress measure 
We coded the dimension of early-life stress measure into harshness, 

unpredictability, or mixed measure. Harshness included measures 
about childhood poverty, harsh parenting, and exposures to violence, 
death, and injury in one’s local ecology (e.g., Allen & Nettle, 2019). 
Unpredictability included measures about changes in the family 
ecology, such as residential changes, parental job changes, parental 
transitions, and parental alcoholism that is related to unpredictable 
parenting (e.g., Chassin, Flora, & King, 2004). The mixed measure in-
cluded items about both harshness and unpredictability (e.g., the Ad-
verse Childhood Experiences questionnaire; Babad et al., 2019). 

2.5.2. Risk, time, and prosocial preference measures 
We coded risk, time, and prosocial preference measures into one of 

three categories: hypothetical choice, laboratory behavior, and self-re-
port measure. First, across the risk preference measures, the hypothetical 
choice tasks asked participants to make a series of hypothetical financial 
choices between a safe option with a certain outcome and a risky option 
with an uncertain outcome (Griskevicius et al., 2011). In the laboratory 
behavior tasks, participants were observed by the experimenter as they 
engaged in various laboratory tasks, such as the Iowa Gambling Task 
(IGT; Bechara, Damasio, Tranel, & Damasio, 1997), the Cambridge 
Gambling Task (CGT; Rogers et al., 1999), and the Balloon Analogue 
Risk Task (BART; Lejuez et al., 2002). In the self-report measures, par-
ticipants reported their attitude toward risk (Hamilton, 2019; Wuth, 
2019) or how often they engaged in various real-world risky behaviors 
(e.g., substance use, sexual risk behaviors; Blais & Weber, 2006). 

Second, across the time preference measures, the hypothetical choice 
tasks asked participants to make a series of hypothetical choices be-
tween an immediate, smaller reward and a delayed, larger reward 
(Kirby et al., 1999). In the laboratory behavior tasks, participants com-
pleted laboratory behavioral measures for impulsivity and their re-
sponses were recorded by the computer (e.g., the Immediate Memory 
Task; Acheson, Richard, et al., 2011). In the self-report measures, parti-
cipants completed questionnaires about cognition, traits, or daily be-
haviors related to impulsivity or time preference (Patton et al., 1995;  
Whiteside & Lynam, 2001). 

Third, across the prosocial preference measures, the hypothetical 
choice tasks measured participants’ resource allocation preferences be-
tween themselves and a hypothetical anonymous person (Wu et al., 
2017; Murphy, Ackermann, & Handgraaf, 2011). The laboratory beha-
vior tasks measured participants’ resource allocation behaviors in var-
ious economic games (e.g., dictator game; Matsumoto et al., 2016). In 
the self-report measures, participants completed questionnaires assessing 
their prosocial behavior or traits (e.g., cooperativeness, empathy, and 
agreeableness; Josefsson et al., 2013; Ma, Tunney, & Ferguson, 2017). 

2.5.3. Other study characteristics 
For each study, we coded several other study characteristics that 

may moderate the relations between early-life stress and adult pre-
ferences (see Table S1 in Supplementary Material). First, we coded 

participants’ mean age in years and sex (percentage of men; .00 = all 
women, 1.00 = all men). Second, we coded the setting in which the 
study took place into lab, online, classroom/group session, and other 
settings. Third, we coded the study design as cross-sectional or long-
itudinal. Fourth, we coded the type of sample into students, non-students, 
and mixed. Finally, we coded the country of participants. Countries 
represented in the sample included United States, China, United 
Kingdom, Canada, Germany, Finland, Switzerland, Japan, Pakistan, 
Turkey, Italy, New Zealand, Egypt, Spain, Republic of Korea, and 
Philippines. Some studies recruited samples from multiple countries. 
Because most studies were conducted in the United States, we further 
categorized the studies into U.S. and non-U.S. countries. We also cate-
gorized all studies based on the continent. The majority of the studies 
were conducted in North America, followed by Europe and Asia. 

2.6. Data-analytic strategy 

All analyses were conducted in R (version 3.6.3; R Core Team, 
2019) with the metafor package (Viechtbauer, 2010). Most studies re-
ported multiple non-independent effect sizes based on different mea-
sures of early-life stress or preference. To address the dependency in 
effect sizes, we assessed the overall effect size and moderator effects 
using multilevel meta-analyses with restricted maximum-likelihood 
(REML) estimation method (Assink & Wibbelink, 2016). Specifically, 
we applied a three-level model to account for three sources of variance: 
sampling variance (level 1), within-study variance (level 2), and be-
tween-study variance (level 3). 

First, we estimated the overall mean effect sizes (point estimates 
and 95% CIs) for the strength of the associations between early-life 
stress and risk, time, and prosocial preferences. Second, we estimated 
the within-study and between-study heterogeneity using log-likelihood- 
ratio tests.3 Third, if there was evidence for heterogeneity in the effect 
sizes (Cochran’s Q), we further conducted moderator analyses for the 
potential moderators. Categorical moderators with k levels were 
transformed to k – 1 dummy variables during moderator analyses 
(Assink & Wibbelink, 2016). To detect potential publication bias in the 
data, we applied the random-effects trim-and-fill approach (Duval & 
Tweedie, 2000a, 2000b) and the Egger’s regression test (Egger, Smith, 
Schneider, & Minder, 1997). 

3. Results 

Overall, the three independent meta-analyses on the associations 
between early-life stress and risk, time, and prosocial preferences in-
cluded 123 articles with 143 eligible studies, 867 effect sizes, and a 
total of 199,019 participants.4 The multilevel meta-analyses on the 
overall associations between early-life stress and the three preferences, 
as well as the moderator effects are presented in Tables 2 to 5. 

3.1. Overall estimate of effect size 

3.1.1. Early-life stress and risk preference 
We retrieved 499 effect sizes from 64 independent studies (N = 

140,439) that measured early-life stress and risk preference. A three- 
level random-effects model revealed a significant overall effect, ESz = 
.124, SE = 0.014, t = 9.167, p < .001, 95% CI [.098, .151], with 

3 It is important to note that the level of “study” refers to the level of dataset 
or sample. If multiple studies are based on the same dataset or the same sample 
but report different effect sizes, we assign them the same study ID and cluster 
them as if they are from one study. 

4 We calculate the overall sample size and the sample size for the three se-
parate meta-analyses on risk, time, and prosocial preferences by summing the 
largest sample size within unique samples when there is sample overlap be-
tween effect sizes or studies. 
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substantial heterogeneity, Q(498) = 11588.400, p < .001. Converting 
Fisher’s Z back to correlation resulted in a positive association between 
early-life stress and risk preference, r = .123, 95% CI [.098, .150], 
suggesting that early-life stress relates to more risk taking. 

Two log-likelihood-ratio tests were performed to compare the fit of 
the original three-level model with that of two-level models without the 
within-study variance (level 2) or between-study variance (level 3). 
These tests revealed significant within-study variance, σ2(level 2) = 
.007, χ2(1) = 6661.429, p < .0001, and between-study variance, 
σ2(level 3) = .008, χ2(1) = 125.378, p < .0001, indicating a hetero-
genous effect size distribution. Of the total variance in effect sizes, the 
variance at the sampling, within-study, and between-study levels was 
1.54%, 45.31%, and 53.15%, respectively. 

We inspected the funnel plot using Fisher’s Z transformation and 
applied the Egger’s regression test to check potential publication bias. A 
mixed-effects meta-regression model with the standard error as the 
predictor revealed a significant asymmetry in the funnel plot, z = 2.641, 
p = .008 (see Fig. 2). A trim-and-fill approach revealed an adjusted effect 
size of ESz = .108, SE = .005, 95% CI [.097, .118], r = .108, 95% CI 
[.097, .117]. Thus, we found evidence of publication bias in the data. 

3.1.2. Early-life stress and time preference 
We retrieved 248 effect sizes from 70 independent studies (N = 

35,250) that measured early-life stress and time preference. A three- 
level random-effects model revealed a significant overall effect, ESz = 
.127, SE = .012, t = 10.423, p < .001, 95% CI [.103, .151], with 
substantial heterogeneity, Q(247) = 1537.985, p < .001. Converting 
the Fisher’s Z back to correlation resulted in a positive association be-
tween early-life stress and present orientation, r = .126, 95% CI [.103, 
.150], suggesting that early-life stress relates to more present orienta-
tion. 

Two log-likelihood-ratio tests revealed significant within-study 
variance, σ2(level 2) = .009, χ2(1) = 334.602, p < .0001, and be-
tween-study variance, σ2(level 3) = .004, χ2(1) = 22.177, p < .0001, 
indicating a heterogenous effect size distribution. Of the total variance 
in effect sizes, the variance at the sampling, within-study, and between- 
study levels was 10.60%, 59.47%, and 29.94%, respectively. 

We inspected the funnel plot using the transformed Fisher’s Z and 
applied the Egger’s regression test to check potential publication bias. A 
mixed-effects meta-regression model revealed a significant asymmetry 
in the funnel plot, z = 2.946, p = .003 (see Fig. 3). A trim-and-fill 
approach revealed an adjusted effect size of ESz = .119, SE = .008, 

Table 2 
The overall mean effect sizes for the associations between early-life stress and risk, time, and prosocial preferences             

Outcome measure s k ESz 95% CI (ESz) t r 95% CI (r) Level 1 variance (%) Level 2 variance (%) Level 3 variance (%)  

Risk preference 64 499 .124 [.098, .151] 9.167⁎⁎⁎ .123 [.098, .150] 1.54 45.31 53.15 
Time preference 70 248 .127 [.103, .151] 10.423⁎⁎⁎ .126 [.103, .150] 10.60 59.47 29.94 
Prosocial preference 38 120 -.085 [-.129, -.041] -3.809⁎⁎⁎ -.085 [-.128, -.041] 3.07 9.58 87.35 

Note. s = number of independent studies, k = number of effect sizes, ESz = the mean effect size in Fisher’s Z. 
⁎⁎⁎ p < .001  

Table 3 
Results of the categorical moderator effects of the relation between early-life stress and risk preference (k = 499)           

Moderator s k ESz 95% CI (ESz) b (SE) p r 95% CI (r)  

Early-life stress dimension 
Harshness (RC) 52 417 .105 [.079, .131]   .105 [.079, .130] 
Unpredictability 12 51 .112 [.072, .152] .007 (.018) .696 .112 [.072, .151] 
Mixed 14 31 .229 [.173, .285] .124 (.030)  <  .001 .225 [.171, .278]  

Preference measure 
Hypothetical choice (RC) 5 7 -.094 [-.213, .025]   -.094 [-.210, .025] 
Laboratory behavior 6 16 .083 [-.013, .180] .177 (.078) .023 .083 [-.013, .178] 
Self-report measure 56 476 .136 [.110, .162] .230 (.062)  <  .001 .135 [.110, .161]  

Sex differences 
All men (RC) 9 37 .152 [.102, .201]   .151 [.102, .198] 
All women 7 64 .138 [.090, .187] -.013 (.028) .629 .137 [.090, .185]  

Experimental setting 
Lab (RC) 16 92 .121 [.064, .179]   .120 [.064, .177] 
Online 16 71 .093 [.037, .149] -.028 (.041) .492 .093 [.037, .148] 
Classroom/group 7 66 .182 [.099, .264] .061 (.051) .237 .180 [.099, .258] 
Other 25 270 .129 [.087, .171] .008 (.036) .832 .128 [.087, .169]  

Study design 
Cross-sectional (RC) 51 382 .126 [.098, .155]   .125 [.098, .154] 
Longitudinal 15 117 .118 [.075, .160] -.009 (.022) .689 .117 [.075, .159]  

Sample type 
Students (RC) 27 173 .120 [.077, .162]   .119 [.077, .161] 
Non-students 27 249 .116 [.074, .157] -.004 (.030) .887 .115 [.074, .156] 
Mixed 10 77 .160 [.092, .228] .040 (.041) .324 .159 [.092, .224]  

Country 
U.S. (RC) 48 374 .122 [.092, .153]   .121 [.092, .152] 
Non-U.S. 14 115 .125 [.066, .185] .003 (.033) .923 .124 [.066, .183]  

Continent 
North America (RC) 49 378 .124 [.092, .156]   .123 [.092, .155] 
Europe 7 15 .146 [.040, .252] .022 (.057) .693 .145 [.040, .247] 
Asia 3 88 .097 [-.023, .217] -.027 (.063) .675 .097 [-.023, .214] 

Note. s = number of independent studies, k = number of effect sizes, ESz = the mean effect size in Fisher’s Z, RC = reference category.  
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95% CI [.102, .135], r = .118, 95% CI [.102, .134]. Thus, we found 
evidence of publication bias in the data. 

3.1.3. Early-life stress and prosocial preference 
We retrieved 120 effect sizes from 38 independent studies (N = 

47,614) that measured early-life stress and prosocial preference. A 
three-level random-effects model revealed a significant overall effect, 
ESz = -.085, SE = .022, t = -3.809, p < .001, 95% CI [-.129, -.041], 
with substantial heterogeneity, Q(119) = 1310.161, p < .001. 
Converting Fisher’s Z to correlation resulted in a negative association 
between early-life stress and prosociality, r = -.085, 95% CI [-.128, 
-.041], suggesting that early-life stress relates to less prosociality. 

Two log-likelihood-ratio tests revealed significant within-study 
variance, σ2(level 2) = .002, χ2(1) = 235.075, p < .0001, and be-
tween-study variance, σ2(level 3) = .015, χ2(1) = 80.965, p < .0001, 
indicating a heterogenous effect size distribution. Of the total variance 
in effect sizes, the variance at the sampling, within-study, and between- 
study levels was 3.07%, 9.58%, and 87.35%, respectively. 

We inspected the funnel plot using the transformed Fisher’s Z and 
applied the Egger’s regression test to check potential publication bias. A 
mixed-effects meta-regression model revealed no significant asymmetry 
in the funnel plot, z = 1.142, p = .254 (see Fig. 4). Although a trim- 
and-fill approach revealed an adjusted effect size of ESz = -.085, SE = 
.013, 95% CI [-.111, -.059], r = -.085, 95% CI [-.111, -.059], this ad-
justed effect size was similar to the overall mean effect size. Thus, there 
was no evidence of publication bias in the data. 

3.2. Testing the sensitization perspective 

To provide a preliminary test of the predictions from the sensitiza-
tion perspective, we meta-analyzed some of the included studies that 

also manipulated cues of current stress (e.g., resource scarcity, hunger, 
mortality) and compared the effect sizes in the stressful condition and 
the control condition. The results revealed that early-life stress was in-
variably associated with less risk taking in the stressful condition (k = 
7, ESz = -.089, 95% CI [-.139, -.040]) and the control condition (k = 7, 
ESz = -.113, 95% CI [-.161, -.066]), b = .024, t = 0.759, p = .463. By 
contrast, early-life stress was associated with greater present orienta-
tion in the stressful condition (k = 12, ESz = .121, 95% CI [.033, 
.210]), but this association was not significant in the control condition 
(k = 12, ESz = .017, 95% CI [-.070, .104]), although the associations 
across the two conditions were not significantly different, b = .105, t = 
1.745, p = .095. Moreover, early-life stress showed a non-significant 
negative association with prosociality in the stressful condition (k = 
18, ESz = -.048, 95% CI [-.111, .015]), but a non-significant positive 
association with prosociality in the control condition (k = 18, ESz = 
.013, 95% CI [-.050, .076]), and these two associations were sig-
nificantly different, b = -.061, t = -2.143, p = .039. 

3.3. Moderator analyses 

The significant variance at the within-study and between-study le-
vels indicates that the effect size distribution was heterogeneous. Thus, 
we further conducted a series of moderator analyses to test the variables 
(i.e., early-life stress dimension, preference measure, participants’ sex 
and age, experimental setting, study design, sample type, country, and 
continent of participants) that may explain the differences in the 
strength of the overall effect size. 

First, for the association between early-life stress and risk pre-
ference, the significant moderators were early-life stress dimension, QE 

(496) = 11369.105, p < .001, F(2, 496) = 8.438, p < .001, and pre-
ference measure, QE(496) = 11504.063, p < .001, F(2, 496) = 7.331, 

Table 4 
Results of the categorical moderator effects of the relation between early-life stress and time preference (k = 248)           

Moderator s k ESz 95% CI (ESz) b (SE) p r 95% CI (r)  

Early-life stress dimension 
Harshness (RC) 57 194 .144 [.118, .171]   .143 [.117, .169] 
Unpredictability 7 15 .095 [.024, .166] -.050 (.037) .181 .095 [.024, .164] 
Mixed 15 39 .069 [.021, .117] -.075 (.026) .004 .069 [.021, .116]  

Preference measure 
Hypothetical choice (RC) 24 51 .095 [.054, .137]   .095 [.054, .136] 
Laboratory behavior 1 2 .312 [.077, .547] .217 (.121) .075 .302 [.077, .498] 
Self-report measure 53 195 .138 [.111, .166] .043 (.023) .067 .137 [.111, .164]  

Sex differences 
All men (RC) 4 10 .079 [-.020, .179]   .079 [-.020, .177] 
All women 7 19 .139 [.048, .230] .060 (.050) .242 .138 [.048, .226]  

Experimental setting 
Lab (RC) 21 63 .150 [.104, .196]   .149 [.104, .194] 
Online 25 92 .124 [.084, .164] -.027 (.031) .390 .123 [.084, .163] 
Classroom/group 4 10 .159 [.058, .261] .009 (.057) .875 .158 [.058, .255] 
Other 20 83 .106 [.062, .149] -.045 (.032) .165 .106 [.062, .148]  

Study design 
Cross-sectional (RC) 64 220 .131 [.106, .156]   .130 [.106, .155] 
Longitudinal 8 28 .099 [.031, .166] -.032 (.036) .378 .099 [.031, .164]  

Sample type 
Students (RC) 33 105 .136 [.101, .172]   .135 [.101, .170] 
Non-students 32 128 .118 [.082, .154] -.019 (.026) .470 .117 [.082, .153] 
Mixed 5 15 .135 [.044, .227] -.001 (.050) .984 .134 [.044, .223]  

Country 
U.S. (RC) 48 184 .116 [.090, .143]   .115 [.090, .142] 
Non-U.S. 22 64 .157 [.111, .203] .041 (.027) .136 .156 [.111, .200]  

Continent 
North America (RC) 51 213 .123 [.097, .150]   .122 [.097, .149] 
Europe 13 25 .158 [.088, .228] .035 (.038) .366 .157 [.088, .224] 
Asia 5 5 .154 [.034, .275] .031 (.062) .620 .153 [.034, .268] 

Note. s = number of independent studies, k = number of effect sizes, ESz = the mean effect size in Fisher’s Z, RC = reference category.  
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p < .001. Specifically, harshness and unpredictability showed no sig-
nificant difference in their associations with risk taking (p = .696). Yet, 
compared to harshness (r = .105), the mixed measure of early-life 

stress (r = .225) had a significantly stronger association with risk 
taking. Moreover, early-life stress was negatively associated with risk 
taking in hypothetical choice tasks (r = -.094), but was positively 

Table 5 
Results of the categorical moderator effects of the relation between early-life stress and prosocial preference (k = 120)           

Moderator s k ESz 95% CI (ESz) b (SE) p r 95% CI (r)  

Early-life stress dimension 
Harshness (RC) 31 98 -.075 [-.122, -.028]   -.075 [-.121, -.028] 
Unpredictability 9 15 -.094 [-.155, -.032] -.018 (.025) .472 -.094 [-.154, -.032] 
Mixed 6 7 -.135 [-.225, -.045] -.060 (.045) .187 -.134 [-.221, -.045]  

Preference measure 
Hypothetical choice (RC) 4 7 -.065 [-.138, .008]   -.065 [-.137, .008] 
Laboratory behavior 12 26 .004 [-.057, .065] .069 (.038) .072 .004 [-.057, .065] 
Self-report measure 26 87 -.120 [-.164, -.077] -.055 (.036) .130 -.119 [-.163, -.077]  

Sex differences 
All men (RC) 2 11 -.198 [-.333, -.064]   -.195 [-.321, -.064] 
All women 3 12 -.116 [-.242, .010] .082 (.043) .069 -.115 [-.237, .010]  

Experimental setting 
Lab (RC) 8 16 -.097 [-.199, .005]   -.097 [-.196, .005] 
Online 17 42 -.018 [-.076, .040] .079 (.059) .184 -.018 [-.076, .040] 
Classroom/group 3 17 -.160 [-.296, -.023] -.063 (.086) .470 -.159 [-.288, -.023] 
Other 10 45 -.157 [-.228, -.085] -.060 (.063) .344 -.156 [-.224, -.085]  

Study design 
Cross-sectional (RC) 33 105 -.070 [-.117, -.024]   -.070 [-.116, -.024] 
Longitudinal 5 15 -.167 [-.280, -.055] -.097 (.062) .119 -.165 [-.273, -.055]  

Sample type 
Students (RC) 8 35 -.138 [-.227, -.049]   -.137 [-.223, -.049] 
Non-students 26 71 -.049 [-.097, -.001] .089 (.051) .085 -.049 [-.097, -.001] 
Mixed 2 14 -.224 [-.356, -.092] -.086 (.080) .286 -.220 [-.342, -.092]  

Country 
U.S. (RC) 21 71 -.032 [-.083, .020]   -.032 [-.083, .020] 
Non-U.S. 15 38 -.174 [-.240, -.109] -.142 (.042)  <  .001 -.172 [-.235, -.109]  

Continent 
North America (RC) 21 71 -.032 [-.084, .020]   -.032 [-.084, .020] 
Europe 5 11 -.165 [-.288, -.042] -.133 (.067) .051 -.164 [-.280, -.042] 
Asia 10 27 -.178 [-.257, -.099] -.146 (.048) .003 -.176 [-.251, -.099] 

Note. s = number of independent studies, k = number of effect sizes, ESz = the mean effect size in Fisher’s Z, RC = reference category  

Fig. 2. Funnel plot for the association between early-life stress and risk preference (k = 499)  
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associated with laboratory risk-taking behaviors (r = .083) and self- 
reported risk-taking behaviors (r = .135), and the latter two associa-
tions were significantly larger than the former one (ps < .024; see  
Table 3). 

Second, for the association between early-life stress and time pre-
ference, the only significant moderator was early-life stress dimension, 
QE(245) = 1534.178, p < .001, F(2, 245) = 4.544, p = .012. 
Specifically, harshness and unpredictability showed no significant dif-
ference in their associations with present orientation (p = .181), Yet, 
the mixed measure of early-life stress had a significantly weaker 

association with present orientation (r = .069) than harshness (r = 
.143; see Table 4). 

Third, for the association between early-life stress and prosocial 
preference, the significant moderators were preference measure, QE 

(117) = 1177.719, p < .001, F(2, 117) = 6.734, p = .002, experi-
mental setting, QE(116) = 1171.450, p < .001, F(3, 116) = 3.500, p = 
.018, country, QE(107) = 725.871, p < .001, F(1, 107) = 11.454, 
p < .001, and continent, QE(106) = 651.635, p < .001, F(2, 106) = 
5.564, p = .005. Specifically, early-life stress was significantly asso-
ciated with self-report measures of prosocial preference (r = -.119), but 

Fig. 3. Funnel plot for the association between early-life stress and time preference (k = 248)  

Fig. 4. Funnel plot for the association between early-life stress and prosocial preference (k = 120)  
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showed non-significant and weak associations with prosocial preference 
in hypothetical choice and laboratory behavior tasks (rs = - .065 and 
.004, ps > .05). Across all experimental settings, the effect sizes only 
differed significantly between online and other settings (p = .003), but 
no significant difference was found when laboratory setting was treated 
as the reference category. The association between early-life stress and 
prosocial preference was significantly different between U.S. and non- 
U.S. countries (rs = -.032 and -.172, p < .001), and was the strongest in 
Asia (k = 27, r = -.176), followed by Europe (k = 11, r = -.164), and 
North America (k = 71, r = -.032; see Table 5).5 

4. Discussion 

Recent years have witnessed an increased interest in how early-life 
stress shapes later-life preferences in risk, time, and social domains 
(e.g., Amir et al., 2018; Simpson et al., 2012), but there has been no 
consensus about the direction and strength of these associations. This 
meta-analysis was the first to synthesize studies on the associations 
between early-life stress and risk, time, and prosocial preferences. We 
sought to address three fundamental yet unresolved issues: (a) what is 
the direction and strength of these associations, (b) whether early-life 
harshness and unpredictability are uniquely associated with these 
preferences, and (c) whether these associations depend on the specific 
type of preference measures. The analyses were based on 143 studies 
including 867 effect sizes obtained from 199,019 adult participants. 
Supporting some life history perspectives, we found relatively small 
effect sizes indicating that early-life stress relates to more risk taking, 
greater present orientation, and less prosociality. These results also 
implied a covariation in preferences (i.e., higher risk taking covaries 
with higher present orientation and lower prosociality) and was con-
sistent with prior evidence that higher present orientation was asso-
ciated with greater risk acceptance and risky behaviors (Reynolds, 
Richards, Horn, & Karraker, 2004; Schechter & Francis, 2010), and less 
cooperation (Curry, Price, & Price, 2008; Harris & Madden, 2002). 

The sensitization perspective predicts that the enhanced levels of 
risk taking, present orientation, and self-serving preference associated 
with early-life stress emerge only in current contexts with salient cues 
of stress (e.g., mortality cues; Griskevicius et al., 2011; Griskevicius 
et al., 2013). However, the meta-analyses of a subset of studies pro-
vided mixed support for these predictions. To illustrate, early-life stress 
was associated with significantly more present orientation in the 
stressful condition, but was not significantly associated with present 
orientation in the control condition. Yet, the findings on risk preference 
and prosocial preference failed to support the sensitization perspective. 
Notably, given that the empirical tests for the sensitization perspective 
were based on a limited number of studies with insufficient statistical 
power, the provisional evidence should be interpreted with caution. 
Although we did not test the publication bias due to the low statistical 
power of these tests (Higgins et al., 2019), there are reasons to believe 
that these results may be affected by publication bias. In particular, the 
supporting evidence for the sensitization account by Griskevicius and 
colleagues (e.g., Griskevicius et al., 2011; Mittal & Griskevicius, 2014;  
Griskevicius et al., 2013) were not replicated by other authors (Amir 
et al., 2018; Pepper et al., 2017; Wu et al., 2017), which suggests a 
potential lab bias in the results. 

Notably, given the overall small effect sizes, we cannot be overly 
confident that the associations we found between early-life stress and 
the three preferences are robust in every context. Our findings on the 
effect sizes (r) across different types of preference measures can 

illustrate this point. Specifically, we found that early-life stress was 
positively associated with present orientation regardless of the pre-
ference measures (Liu, 2019), although this association was weaker for 
hypothetical choice measures of time preference. However, the rela-
tions between early-life stress and risk and prosocial preferences varied 
across preference measures: (a) early-life stress was associated with 
more self-reported risk-taking attitude or behaviors (e.g., sexual risk 
taking, alcohol use), but its negative association with risk taking in 
hypothetical choice tasks and positive association with risk taking in 
laboratory behavioral tasks (e.g., the Balloon Analogue Risk Task;  
Lejuez et al., 2002) were not statistically significant; (b) early-life stress 
was associated with lower levels of self-reported prosocial behaviors or 
traits (e.g., agreeableness, empathy, and cooperativeness), but its ne-
gative association with prosocial preference in hypothetical choice 
tasks and positive association with prosociality in laboratory behavior 
tasks were not statistically significant. These different findings raised 
the issue of the distinction between different types of preference mea-
sures. For instance, Amir and Jordan (2017) emphasized that the un-
certainty management account may only explain lab-based risk taking 
measures that capture one’s willingness to accept risks for better out-
comes, but they were careful to distinguish between lab-based risk 
taking and real-world risk-taking behaviors with potential undesirable 
outcomes. Moreover, studies have shown a high inconsistency in dif-
ferent measures of risk preference (Anderson & Mellor, 2009; Frey, 
Pedroni, Mata, Rieskamp, & Hertwig, 2017; Pedroni et al., 2017), and 
more desirable psychometric properties among the self-report measures 
of risk preference than among laboratory behavior measures (Frey 
et al., 2017). Similarly, our meta-analytic results suggest that early-life 
stress was associated with more risk taking, more present orientation, 
and less prosociality when these preferences were captured by self-re-
port measures, but this pattern of results did not occur for hypothetical 
choice and laboratory behavior measures of preferences that were re-
presented by fewer studies. Thus, although our results on early-life 
stress and adult preferences seem to contradict the uncertainty man-
agement perspective, more studies are needed to disentangle the dif-
ferent associations between early-life stress and different measures of 
risk and prosocial preferences. 

As noted earlier, not much research has tested whether early-life 
harshness and unpredictability uniquely predict individual preferences 
and behaviors (Belsky et al., 2012; Ellis et al., 2009). In this research, 
we categorized the dimension of early-life stress measure into harsh-
ness, unpredictability, and mixed measure in all relevant studies, and 
found no statistical difference in the associations of harshness and un-
predictability with risk, time, or prosocial preference. These findings 
suggest that both harshness and unpredictability are associated with 
behavioral patterns related to faster history strategies (Brumbach et al., 
2009). We should note that studies included in our meta-analysis have 
rarely distinguished the environmental conditions in early childhood, 
later childhood, and adolescence when measuring early-life stress. 
Thus, we could not address whether environmental unpredictability in 
early childhood, later childhood, or adolescence is particularly im-
portant for individuals’ development (Simpson et al., 2012). 

Some findings about other study characteristics as potential mod-
erators are worth mentioning. First, we found no age differences in the 
associations between early-life stress and preferences among adult 
samples (range of mean age: 18.56 to 76.20 years). Yet, it remains 
unknown whether childhood stress has a stronger or weaker association 
with adolescents’ preferences, as we did not include studies among 
adolescent samples (e.g., Lichter, Shanahan, & Gardner, 2002; Wu, 
Yuan, & Kou, 2020). Second, despite the potential sex differences in 
preferences, our results suggested that early-life stress was invariably 
associated with different preferences among both men and women. It 
could be the different stress coping styles of men and women, rather 
than the stress itself, that elicit sex differences in preferences. Third, our 
results showed that the associations between early-life stress and adult 
preferences did not vary significantly across laboratory and online 

5 Additional meta-regressions with participants’ mean age or sex (percentage 
of men in the sample) as predictors revealed no significant age or sex difference 
in the associations between early-life stress and risk preference (ps = .531 and 
.801), time preference (ps = .777 and .286), or prosocial preference (ps = .095 
and .106). 
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settings (see also Klein et al., 2018), which may support the validity of 
conducting online studies when laboratory studies are not possible. 
Finally, many traditional psychological studies have mainly focused on 
undergraduate student samples from Western, Educated, Industrialized, 
Rich, and Democratic societies, and may not generalize to non-student 
samples or other cultures (Henrich, Heine, & Norenzayan, 2010). Here, 
we provided insights into this question by showing that early-life stress 
invariably relates to more risk taking, greater present orientation, and 
less prosociality among student and non-student samples. Interestingly, 
we found a significant difference in the association between early-life 
stress and prosocial preference across U.S. and non-U.S. countries, and 
this association was the strongest in Asia, followed by Europe and North 
America. Future research can address how early-life stress relates to 
prosocial preference in societies that vary in ecology and cultural di-
mensions through large-scale cross-cultural studies, particularly in un-
derrepresented countries (e.g., China). 

4.1. Methodological and theoretical implications 

The current results have several methodological and theoretical 
implications. First, supporting a life history perspective, we find that 
early-life stress relates to greater risk taking, more present orientation, 
and less prosociality. This cluster of preferences associated with early- 
life stress provides some insights into the current debate in life history 
literature about how much variation in individual psychological dif-
ferences can be explained by a fast-slow continuum (Nettle & 
Frankenhuis, 2020; Zietsch & Sidari, 2019). However, we should in-
terpret these results with caution, because the overall small effect sizes 
suggest that most studies included in this meta-analysis lack the sta-
tistical power to detect such effects reliably. Moreover, given the cor-
relational nature of the evidence, it is plausible that the observed weak 
associations between early-life stress and adult preferences may be 
explained by other variables, such as individuals’ brain functioning 
(e.g., EEG and ERP activity, changes in the volume and function in 
frontoparietal regions) and personality (e.g., neuroticism, openness to 
experience; Mcfarlane et al., 2005; McLaughlin et al., 2019). Relatedly, 
we also find evidence of publication bias in the data on early-life stress 
and risk and time preferences, and the trim-and-fill approach suggests 
that these two overall effect sizes may be slightly over-estimated. While 
it is plausible that factors that cause heterogeneity in effect sizes may be 
misinterpreted as publication bias (Ioannidis, 2005), we believe that 
future research will benefit from large-scale pre-registered studies (e.g., 
Registered Reports) on early-life stress and adult preferences in socio-
economically and culturally diverse populations. 

Second, our results show a consistent positive association between 
early-life stress and present orientation reflected in hypothetical choice, 
laboratory behavior, and self-report measures. Yet, early-life stress is 
only associated with risk preference and prosocial preference reflected 
in self-report measures. Although the robust findings for self-report 
measures may be due to a larger number of coded effect sizes and a 
higher statistical power, it is plausible that experimentally created tasks 
may measure different traits from those reflected in self-report mea-
sures that often ask questions about daily-life behaviors and tendencies. 
Consistent with this idea, some evidence shows that cooperative deci-
sions in economic games do not significantly predict self-reported co-
operation (McAuliffe, Forster, Pedersen, & McCullough, 2019), and that 
real-world risk behaviors do not necessarily reflect the risk preference 
operationalized in laboratory-based measures (Amir & Jordan, 2017;  
Frey et al., 2017; Pepper & Nettle, 2017). Undoubtedly, more empirical 
research is needed to test the extent to which preferences measured 
with laboratory-based tasks capture real-world behaviors and to in-
crease the ecological validity of laboratory-based measures. 

4.2. Limitations and directions for future research 

Several limitations in the present meta-analytic review are worth 

mentioning. First, to test whether harshness and unpredictability are 
uniquely associated with adult preferences, we categorized the di-
mension of early-life stress measure into harshness, unpredictability, 
and mixed measure based on some life history models (Belsky et al., 
2012; Ellis et al., 2009). Although we found that harshness and un-
predictability did not differ in their associations with adult preferences, 
we could not address whether different measures within each dimen-
sion of early-life stress may differ in their associations with preferences. 
For example, childhood socioeconomic status and exposures to vio-
lence, both considered as measures of harshness in the current meta- 
analysis, may have different associations with individuals’ preferences 
and behaviors in adulthood (Simpson et al., 2012; Brumbach et al., 
2009). Future research can address this issue through large-scale 
longitudinal studies that implement multiple measures of harshness, 
unpredictability, and psychological and behavioral outcomes. 

Second, because our meta-analyses only focused on non-clinical 
adult samples, the results may not generalize to clinical populations 
with psychological or physical symptoms (e.g., people diagnosed with 
personality disorders) or adolescents. Future research can explore how 
early-life stress (e.g., resource deprivation in early childhood) relates to 
adolescents’ preferences in risk, time, and social domains, and distin-
guish the roles of early-life stress in different periods (i.e., early child-
hood vs. later childhood vs. adolescence) in predicting individuals’ 
preferences in adulthood. 

Third, although there were 16 countries represented in our sample, 
the majority of effect sizes were retrieved from studies conducted in the 
U.S. (ks = 374, 184, and 71 for risk, time, and prosocial preferences). 
Given that we found significant cross-societal variation in the associa-
tion between early-life stress and prosocial preference, future research 
needs to validate this finding with more diverse societies and to explore 
sources (e.g., national-level collectivism) of cross-societal variation in 
this association. Moreover, the number of effect sizes varied con-
siderably across conditions of some moderators, which may cause 
biases in comparisons between conditions. For example, we only coded 
seven effect sizes from five independent studies for the association 
between early-life stress and risk preference measured with hypothe-
tical choice tasks. This limited number of effect sizes may provide in-
accurate estimation of the overall effect for hypothetical choice mea-
sures. Thus, we encourage readers to treat results in such comparisons 
with caution. 

4.3. Concluding remarks 

Across three independent meta-analyses, we found an overall pat-
tern that early-life stress in various forms relates to greater risk taking, 
greater present orientation, and less prosociality in adulthood. 
Moreover, the observed positive association between early-life stress 
and present orientation is stronger in currently stressful situations. 
Importantly, these observed associations exist only when risk, time, and 
prosocial preferences are measured using self-reports. By contrast, 
early-life stress is not significantly associated with risk taking or pro-
social preference in hypothetical choice tasks or laboratory behavior 
tasks. Taken together, we find some evidence supporting a life history 
perspective that early-life stress may relate to enhanced levels of risk 
taking, present orientation, and self-regarding preference, whereas the 
support for a sensitization perspective and an uncertainty management 
perspective is restricted to the results on time preference. However, a 
cautious interpretation of these findings is warranted by the variation in 
the results across different preference measures and potential publica-
tion bias in the results. Future research may make use of pre-registered 
studies, use a battery of measures to disentangle the types of pre-
ferences revealed in hypothetical choices, behaviors in arbitrary la-
boratory tasks, and actual behaviors in daily life, and to provide evi-
dence for causal relations between early-life stress and individual 
preferences using longitudinal designs. 
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